The origins of the concept mapping tool and the continuing evolution of the tool
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Abstract
A research program at Cornell University that sought to study the ability of children to acquire science concepts and the effect of this learning on later schooling led to the need for a new tool to describe explicit changes in children’s conceptual understanding. Concept mapping was invented in 1972 to meet this need, and subsequently numerous other uses have been found for this tool. Underlying the research program and the development of the concept mapping tool was an explicit cognitive psychology of learning and an explicit constructivist epistemology. In 1987, collaboration began between Novak and Cañas and others at the Florida Institute for Human and Machine Cognition, then part of the University of West Florida. Extending the use of concept mapping to other applications such as the integration of concept mapping with the World Wide Web (WWW) led to the development of software that enhanced the potential of concept mapping, evolving into the current version of CmapTools now used worldwide in schools, universities, corporations, and governmental and non-governmental agencies. Differences between concept maps and other knowledge representation tools are described. The integration of concept mapping software programs with the WWW and other new technologies permits a new kind of concept map-centred learning environment wherein learners build their own knowledge models, individually or collaboratively, and these can serve as a basis for life-long meaningful learning. Combined with other educational practices, use of CmapTools permits a New Model for Education. Preliminary studies are underway to assess the possibilities of this New Model.
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Introduction
This paper describes briefly the theoretical foundations for Novak’s research program at Cornell University that led to the development of the concept mapping tool, and the range of applications for this tool. In the history of science, there are many examples where the necessity to develop new tools to observe events or objects led to the development of new technologies. For Novak’s research program, the necessity to find a better way to represent children’s conceptual understandings and to be able to observe explicit changes in the concept and propositional structures that construct those understandings led to the development of the tool we call a concept map. This tool has now become a powerful knowledge representation tool useful not only in education but in virtually every sector of human activity. We begin with a brief historical sketch of problems and issues addressed in the research program, and proceed to describe how the integration of concept mapping with new technologies have enabled the development of software programs that greatly enhance the capabilities of the tool.
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One of the issues debated in the early 1960s was the extent to which children could profit from instruction on abstract, basic science concepts such as the nature of matter and energy. The dominant thinking in science education and developmental psychology was centered on the work of Jean Piaget, particularly his ideas about cognitive operational stages. Piaget had devised some ingenious interviews administered to children, the results of which could be interpreted to support his theory of stages of cognitive operational development. It was widely assumed that children could not profit from instruction in such abstract concepts as the nature of matter and energy before they reached the formal operational stage of thinking at ages 11 or older.

The fundamental questions that concerned Novak and his research group were:

1. Are these claimed cognitive operational limitations of children the result of brain development, or are they at least partly an artifact of the kind of schooling and socialization characteristic of Piaget's subjects, and those commonly tested in US and other schools?
2. With appropriate instruction in basic science concepts such as the nature of matter and energy, can 6 to 8 year-old children develop sufficient understanding to influence later learning?
3. Can the development of children's understanding of science concepts be observed as specific changes in their concepts and propositions resulting from the early instruction and from later science instruction?
4. Will the findings in a longitudinal study support the fundamental ideas in Ausubel's assimilation theory of learning?

Answers to these questions could only be obtained by first designing systematic instruction in basic science concepts for 6-8-year-old children, and then following the same children's understanding of these concepts as they progressed through school, including later grades when formal science courses were taken. We were interested in observing very specific changes in the concept and propositional meanings held by the children as they progressed through school, in accordance with Ausubel's cognitive theory of learning. This was the instructional development and research project Novak's group set out to do.

Development of instructional materials in the longitudinal study was by means of audio-tutorial lessons, in which children learned from audiotapes that were developed and that were supplemented with film clips and equipment. The audio-tutorial lessons were based on ideas in the National Science Teachers Association report, Importance of Conceptual Schemes for Science Teaching, and an elementary science textbook series, The World of Science. Development of these lessons began in 1965, and a sufficient pool of lessons was available by 1970 for a planned longitudinal study. The study began in 1971 with 191 first grade children (age 6) who received 28 audio-tutorial lessons in grades one and two, and 48 children who did not receive these lessons. Children were interviewed periodically throughout their school tenure, grades 1 through 12, to ascertain the extent to which they were acquiring an understanding of the concepts of matter, energy, and living systems.

The key principle of the Ausubelian learning theory we considered in the design of our lessons comes from the epigraph to his 1968 book:

"If I had to reduce all of educational psychology to just one principle, I would say this: The most important single factor influencing learning is what the learner already knows. Ascertain this and teach him accordingly."

Together with the graduate students we would develop an idea for a new lesson, interview 6-8 primary grade children in an open-ended interview, usually using some of the 'props' we were planning to use to teach the central concepts of the lesson, such as pictures, materials to be manipulated, loop films or apparatus we were considering. These interviews gave us some idea of what anchoring concepts most of the children already had, and gave some preliminary feedback on how they were interpreting or using the props. This process was often repeated several times, and again after lesson prototypes were developed. On average, each lesson underwent 6-8 revisions before it was deemed ready for use in classrooms. We also considered Ausubel's ideas of progressive differentiation and integrative reconciliation in designing the lessons and lesson sequences. The idea of progressive differentiation requires that students build upon their prior relevant concepts, and elaborate concepts acquired in earlier audio-tutorial lessons in a sequence as they study later related lessons. Furthermore, many concepts were revisited in later lessons, but with different examples or props to effect greater differentiation of concepts introduced earlier, and thus also to achieve integrative reconciliation of concepts. The principle of integrative reconciliation applies to the clarification of ideas that may have been initially confusing to a child or where meanings acquired may have been somewhat distorted. Learners often hold misconceptions or faulty ideas that need to be modified or remediated, a process that requires meaningful learning. We used things that were familiar to the students, and we would build on the familiar to point them to see new aspects or dimensions of the new materials observed, much of this through the audio guidance.

We designed interviews to use some of the materials that were in the lessons and other materials that were different but illustrated the same concepts. We prepared interview kits, and these were used by a number of different graduate students, with some instruction on how to do the interviews. Interviews were done with the instructed students several times during the first year, including interviews on topics other than the nature of matter and energy. However, we found that we did not have the staff resources to continue interviewing all...
instructed and uninstructed students on several domains of science, and chose to interview students only on concepts of matter, energy, and energy transformations. The same interview kits were used as the students progressed through school, and over the 12 years of the study. We also did not have staff to interview all students each year, and we had to choose a random sample from the instructed and uninstructed groups for later years of the study. All interviews were tape-recorded and some were video-recorded. During the course of the study, 24 different graduate students and staff members participated in the interviewing and later analysis of the data.

**The invention of concept mapping**

As our longitudinal study progressed, we were accumulating hundreds of interview tapes. As we transcribed the tapes, we could observe that propositions used by students would usually improve in relevance, number, and quality, but it was still difficult to observe specifically how their cognitive structures were changing. Our research team considered various alternatives we might explore, and we again reviewed Ausubel's ideas regarding cognitive development. Three ideas from Ausubel's Assimilation Theory emerged as central to our thinking. First, Ausubel sees the development of new meanings as building on prior relevant concepts and propositions. Second, he sees cognitive structure as organized hierarchically, with more general, more inclusive concepts occupying higher levels in the hierarchy and more specific, less inclusive concepts subsumed under the more general concepts. Third, when meaningful learning occurs, relationships between concepts become more explicit, more precise, and better integrated with other concepts and propositions. In our discussions, the idea developed to translate interview transcripts into a hierarchical structure of concepts and relationships between concepts, that is, propositions. The ideas developed into the invention of a tool in 1972 which we now call the concept map.

Concept maps, as we use the term, show the specific label (usually a word or two) for one concept in a node or box, with lines showing linking words that create a meaningful statement or proposition. We define concepts as perceived regularities or patterns in events or objects, or records of events or objects, designated by a label. Concepts are arranged hierarchically with the most general, most inclusive concept at the top, and the most specific, least general concepts toward the bottom. Propositions are statements about some event or object that shows a relationship between two or more concepts. There may also be cross-links showing relationships between concepts in two different areas of the concept map. Identifying new crosslinks may sometimes lead to a creative insight. Concept maps are also based on an explicit cognitive psychology of learning, and constructivist epistemology, as noted below. Other knowledge representation schemes, such as Mind Maps, usually lack one or more of the above characteristics. Many software programs such as Inspiration, Smart Ideas, and others built on communications with Novak or on his writings. Other forms of knowledge representations have been described by Jonassen et al., as well as others. Information Visualization publishes papers describing a much broader range of information visualization techniques, some of which are very different from concept maps that deal primarily with concept and propositional knowledge (see Novak and Canas for further information on the theory underlying concept maps and their use).

We were somewhat surprised to find that we could rather easily transform the information in an interview transcript into a concept map. We found that a 15–20-page interview transcript could be converted into a 1-page concept map without losing essential concept and propositional meanings expressed by the interviewee. We soon realized this was a very powerful and concise knowledge representation tool, a tool that changed our research program from this point on. Figure 1 shows examples of concept maps we drew from interview transcripts for one average instructed student at the end of grades 2 and 12. Note that while new concepts such as 'atom' are assimilated into her cognitive structure, she also has acquired some new misconceptions. This is characteristic of students who sometimes learn by rote and sometimes at relatively low levels of meaningful learning. Figure 2 shows concept maps we drew from interview transcripts with one uninstructed student at the end of grades 2 and 12. This latter student was obviously disposed to learn meaningfully rather than by rote, and he shows clear evidence of progressive differentiation and integrative reconciliation of his cognitive structure in this domain of knowledge. However, the mean quality of maps for instructed students was substantially better than for uninstructed students.

For our research project, the use of concept maps drawn from structured interviews became the primary tools we used to ascertain what learners know at any point in their educational experience. While it does take an hour or two for an experienced person to make a concept map from a 20–30-min interview transcript, the precision and clarity of the learner's cognitive structure represented in this way made it relatively easy to follow specific changes in the student's knowledge structures as she/he progressed through the grades. We also used concept maps made by our research staff to identify valid and invalid notions held by students. It should be noted that these concept maps were made by many different graduate students over the span of the study, but still the consistency in the patterns observed for each student was remarkable. This illustrates in part the robustness and validity of this form of knowledge representation, as well as consistency in interviewers' elicitations over time. The consistency with which the same valid or faulty knowledge structures were shown in concept maps drawn by different researchers illustrates the robustness and reliability of the technique of representing children's understandings in the form of concept maps. Subsequently other investigators have also found concept maps...
maps to be reliable, valid indicators of conceptual understanding and changes in relevant concept and propositional structures over time.\(^{11-13}\)

**Development of a new epistemology**

The 1960s and 1970s was also a time when a new epistemology was emerging, catalyzed by such works as Kuhn’s\(^{14}\) *The Structure of Scientific Revolutions* and Toulmin’s\(^{15}\) *Human Understanding: the Collective Use and Evolution of Concepts*. This emerging realist or constructivist epistemology viewed the creation of new knowledge as a social, human endeavor, fraught with human successes and failures and constantly evolving. This contrasted with the ‘immutable truths’ or ‘laws’ that the positivists sought to derive from empirical studies ‘unfettered’ by preconceived notions (Novak,\(^{16}\) chapter 2). Ausubel’s assimilation theory could well serve as a foundation for constructivist epistemology, since it explained an individual’s development of conceptual understanding in a way closely paralleling creation of knowledge in the sciences or any other discipline. Toulmin’s description of the evolving nature of disciplinary concepts, with new ideas building upon and modifying existing concepts, could be seen as paralleling how an individual’s conceptual understandings develop, as described by Ausubel.\(^{17}\)

Today most members of the education community embrace a constructivist epistemology, but this was certainly not the case during the early years of our longitudinal study. From our research with children and adults, it became increasingly apparent to us that *meaningful learning was the most important factor in building powerful knowledge structures*, and by contrast, learning by rote contributed little to building individual’s knowledge structures, nor does rote learning result in the remediation of misconceptions held by learners. Novak found that the use of concept maps could help students learn how to learn meaningfully, and taught a course at Cornell University for 20 years to help students become better learners. This course led to the book, *Learning How to Learn\(^{18}\)* now published in nine...
languages. In the 1980s, Novak's research program focused on how to use concept maps to help researchers create new knowledge. In the 1990s, Novak worked with R&D staff at Procter and Gamble and found that concept mapping not only facilitated better organization of research team's knowledge, but also facilitated creative work by the team. These works are summarized in *Learning, Creating, and Using Knowledge: Concept maps as Facilitative Tools in Schools and Corporations*.

In all of this work the most fundamental idea is that meaningful learning not only helps learners acquire more powerful knowledge structures, but it is also the means for the creation of new knowledge. This idea is illustrated in Figure 3.

**Development of computer-based concept mapping tools**

For many years, concept maps were drawn by hand. Iterating through revisions of a concept map was cumbersome and time consuming. Group concept mapping sessions could be handled by using post-it notes. The introduction of personal computers enabled the development of software programs that facilitated the construction of concept maps. Initial versions of concept mapping programs, however, did not enhance the power of the tool – they were limited to displaying a concept map on the screen. Programs like Inspiration popularized the use of concept mapping in elementary school education by allowing children to easily add pictures and clipart to concepts. Other software program like Knowledge Manager and Smart Ideas have also taken advantage of technology to facilitate the construction of concept maps. However, it was the marriage of the concept map and the Internet that launched a completely new world of applications and uses for concept mapping, as exemplified by the CmapTools software.

In 1987, Novak was invited to spend a sabbatical leave at the University of West Florida by Bruce Dunn, a former Cornell Ph.D. student. This began an association with the Florida Institute for Human and Machine Cognition (IHMC, http://www.ihmcl.us), then part of the University
A key idea in Ausubel’s learning theory is that new learning can vary from very rote to highly meaningful. Creativity is seen as a very high level of meaningful learning.

The integration of concept mapping with Internet has resulted in the development of a framework for collaborative work and learning. As an example, the CmapTools Network consists of hundreds of thousands of users accessing hundreds of servers (CmapServers), through which users of all ages and disciplines can share concept maps and collaborate synchronously, or asynchronously via discussion threads, annotations or Knowledge Soups (see http://pictor.ihmc.us/gl for a live world map of CmapTools clients and servers, http://cmapdp.ihmc.us to navigate through the network of CmapServers).

The success of the digital concept mapping approach results from this potential to visualize in a synergistic manner both structures of knowledge and information. It, thus, may compensate for shortcomings inherent in both the knowledge and information visualization approaches.

We took advantage of these capabilities in one of our earlier projects with NASA, who sought to make more accessible to the public the large quantity of materials on Mars exploration. Figure 4 shows an example of a couple of concept maps in the collection prepared by Geoff Briggs (http://www.cmex.arc.nasa.gov). Notice that these concept maps show icons under some of the concepts. When the viewer clicks on these attached icons, a list of resources related to that concept is displayed for the user to select. These attached resources can be located anywhere on the Internet and can include other concept maps. This effort demonstrates how concept mapping has evolved by profiting from technological innovations from the field of information visualization, and how an expert’s knowledge can provide an effective knowledge-based structure of information. Kumar and Shangai and Shen et al. report on other attempts to use concept maps as a means to visualize digital libraries.

From the effort in the early 1990s to provide a platform for collaboration at the ‘knowledge level’ (i.e., by sharing propositions) during the construction of concept maps by students from many countries, the integration of concept mapping with Internet has resulted in the development of a framework for collaborative work and learning. As an example, the CmapTools Network consists of hundreds of thousands of users accessing hundreds of servers (CmapServers), through which users of all ages and disciplines can share concept maps and collaborate synchronously, or asynchronously via discussion threads, annotations or Knowledge Soups (see http://pictor.ihmc.us/gl for a live world map of CmapTools clients and servers, http://cmapdp.ihmc.us to navigate through the network of CmapServers).

The success of the digital concept mapping approach results from this potential to visualize in a synergistic manner both structures of knowledge and information. It, thus, may compensate for shortcomings inherent in both the knowledge and information visualization approaches.

We took advantage of these capabilities in one of our earlier projects with NASA, who sought to make more accessible to the public the large quantity of materials on Mars exploration. Figure 4 shows an example of a couple of concept maps in the collection prepared by Geoff Briggs (http://www.cmex.arc.nasa.gov). Notice that these concept maps show icons under some of the concepts. When the viewer clicks on these attached icons, a list of resources related to that concept is displayed for the user to select. These attached resources can be located anywhere on the Internet and can include other concept maps. This effort demonstrates how concept mapping has evolved by profiting from technological innovations from the field of information visualization, and how an expert’s knowledge can provide an effective knowledge-based structure of information. Kumar and Shangai and Shen et al. report on other attempts to use concept maps as a means to visualize digital libraries.

The integration of concept mapping with Internet has resulted in the development of a framework for collaborative work and learning. As an example, the CmapTools Network consists of hundreds of thousands of users accessing hundreds of servers (CmapServers), through which users of all ages and disciplines can share concept maps and collaborate synchronously, or asynchronously via discussion threads, annotations or Knowledge Soups (see http://pictor.ihmc.us/gl for a live world map of CmapTools clients and servers, http://cmapdp.ihmc.us to navigate through the network of CmapServers).

The integration of new technology with concept mapping has triggered other applications and extensions to the tool, and we expect this trend to continue. We site a couple of examples, without any attempt to be comprehensive. The artificial intelligence (AI) community has traditionally seen concept mapping as ‘not formal enough’ as a knowledge representation scheme, and often proposes more formal representations or uses of concept maps. One such effort, COE, uses concept map-like representations for capturing and formally representing expert knowledge in the form of ontologies for use in the semantic web (COE can be downloaded at http://cmap.ihmc.us/coe). Cañas and Carvalho on the other hand, propose that AI techniques can be used to aid the user in the construction of concept maps without the need to formalize the representation. LEO extends concept mapping to serve as a platform for course information visualization for students and instructors. The Proceedings of CMC2004, the First International Conference on Concept Mapping contains a substantial collection of innovative uses of concept maps.

A new model for education
The development of digital concept mapping software such as CmapTools, when used with the WWW, makes possible what we call A New Model for Education. The idea is that we can build on 30 years of research that shows that we can ‘coach’ or ‘scaffold’ learning of any subject matter in positive ways as long as we carefully
Figure 4 One of the concept maps prepared by NASA to present information on Mars exploration. Clicking on icons brings up digitized materials, as illustrated in the inserts.

consider that meaningful learning is a process in which the learner must be actively engaged.45 The New Model also builds on Vygotsky's46 (1928 in Russian) idea of the 'zone of proximal development' (ZPD). Vygotsky's studies indicated that there is a level of understanding that an individual has in any subject domain from which the learner can advance to a higher level of understanding with minimal coaching or guidance. He anticipated Ausubel's idea that meaningful learning must begin with what the learner already knows, and then builds on this knowledge. One of the values of concept maps is that when learners construct their own concept maps for a question or problem in any domain, they reveal with considerable specificity what is their developmental potential for the topic of study. Thus, we are provided with a clear view of 'what the learner already knows' and we can design instruction to build upon this. It is also possible to provide the learner with an 'expert skeleton' concept map that builds on what the learner knows and guides the learner in advancing to a higher ZPD. Figure 5 shows an example of an 'expert skeleton' concept map we are providing to fourth grade students in our current work in Italy and Panama. Other 'expert skeleton' concept maps can be seen at the IHMC Public Cmaps CmapServer under 'The World of Science' folder.

We generally recommend that learners build concept maps in small groups, since the exchange that occurs between learners can often serve to correct faulty ideas and promote meaningful learning. In part, this results from the fact that the cooperating learners are at ap-
Focus Question: What has been learned in studies about Mars?

**Concept Maps**
(With Various Resources Added)

**Figure 6** A representation showing how a concept map for Mars can be used 'scaffold' learning in a New Model for Education by adding resources of a wide variety of types. The product becomes an evolving *knowledge model* that can be saved and improved in the future.

Approximately the same ZPD level of understanding, much more so than teacher and learner. Thus their exchanges tend to be more meaningful to each member of the group. Cooperative learning also confers an affective advantage to learners over the usual independent, competitive teaching approaches that can be emotionally deleterious.

Effective education programs provide for a wide range of learning activities including selected readings, Internet searches, project work, report preparation and presentation, drawings, video presentations, collaborative research, and other activities. With CmapTools, it is possible to develop a general concept map to serve as a framework for guiding these studies and as a tool to integrate all other learning activities into one highly organized *knowledge model*. This is illustrated in Figure 6. These knowledge models can be shared with others, stored on a server, and used as an 'archive' that can serve as a starting point for future studies. CmapTools can be very useful for home study and distance learning. It is exciting to imagine what learning possibilities would accrue if school children began developing their knowledge models for various subject matter domains in early grades and continued this process through secondary and tertiary schools. So far, our work in Italy and Panama is showing progress even though we are only in the early stages of applying the New Model and CmapTools in the projects' schools. Other efforts are applying the same ideas in the corporate environment, transforming training programs into highly effective educating programs. The result would be higher levels of competence in routine tasks, and higher levels of creativity and success in finding new solutions to problems.

**Conclusions**
The extensive and ever growing use of concept mapping throughout the world is reflected in the popularity of digital concept mapping software, its application in all domains of knowledge and by people of all ages, and in the success of the International Concept Mapping Conference (see http://cmc.lhmc.us for information on the conference). The integration of concept mapping with the WWW has opened a whole avenue for research and development where information and knowledge leverage on each other as new means for visualization, and we are only seeing the initial stages of what is possible.

Over the three decades that we have been working with concept mapping, we have found virtually every year new methods for creating concept maps and new applications for their use. New technologies have helped increase the number of applications and the power of the tool. It is likely that this evolutionary process will continue in the future, and we look forward to sharing new applications and experiences with others.
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